DERBYSHIRE ASBESTOS
SUPPORT TEAM (DAST)

Action Mesothelioma Day 3rd July 2020
This year, due to the current pandemic, we cannot bring you
physically together for Action Mesothelioma Day, but we still want
to mark the date. Along with this special edition newsletter we
have ‘Virtual Action Mesothelioma Day’ on social media and
online. Here are some of the highlights so far and where to find
them. There will be more posts throughout the day.
11am
1 minute silence
12pm
Dave Brown - DAST Support Video
12.30pm DAST Virtual Tree of support network

34 Glumangate, Chesterfield, S40 1TX
Telephone 01246 380415
Action Mesothelioma Day Newsletter
Edited by Joanne Gordon

DAST Facebook
DAST (Derbyshire Asbestos Support Team)
dast - east midlands wide asbestos support
DAST Twitter
@DAST24
Look out for #AMD20
UK Mesothelioma Alliance Facebook (ukmesoalliance)
Are hosting a virtual event on Facebook between:
11am and 12pm to include patient stories and clinical expert
presentations.
Meet the Researchers—June Hancock Mesothelioma Research Fund 1pm—3pm

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/action-mesothelioma-day-2020-

If YOU feel YOU need support
Contact the tree of DAST
Our branches will reach out to YOU
Our help for YOU will last

Action Mesothelioma Day – is an important date in the DAST
calendar.
Action Mesothelioma Day was designated by the British Lung
Foundation in 2006. The original date was in February but later
changed to the first Friday in July. Since 2006 Victim Support
Groups around the country have organised events. This year,
due to the current pandemic, we cannot bring you physically
together but we still want to mark the date.
I have always thought that it is important that the day is called
ACTION Mesothelioma Day. Therefore, we have called upon
the Government to take action, this has included calling for more
funding into Mesothelioma Research, calling for money to be
spent on awareness campaigns aimed at the construction trade,
where workers are still likely to come into contact with asbestos
as well as raising awareness about asbestos in schools.
Action Mesothelioma Day is important because we remember
loved ones who have died of mesothelioma and brought patients
and carers together to share their experiences. Hopefully, we
can still do this through social media and our newsletters. The
theme this year is support. We wanted to remind you of the
support services which we organise at DAST and like branches
on the DAST tree inform you of other wider support services
available. We wanted to hear from you to find out what support
has helped you since your diagnosis of mesothelioma and share
your experiences to help others. A video from Dave Brown will
appear on our social media sites where he talks about what
support means to him, please listen to this. He also talks about
supporting others which in turn helps him. The video poignantly
ends with a song “Lean on Me”.
Joanne Gordon

Thank you to Western Power for funding this newsletter

Social media – If you or your family use Social Media
please check out our sites and help us to reach more
people

Facebook
DAST (Derbyshire Asbestos Support Team)
dast - east midlands wide asbestos support

Twitter
@DAST24

Instagram
Dast_east_midlands

You can also keep up to date with what we are up
to by visiting our website:
www.asbestossupport.co.uk/
Please like or share our Facebook posts and
re-tweet our messages to help raise awareness

The DAST Tree
The branches on a tree
Are like arms reaching out
Supporting birds and blossom
From a trunk that's strong and stout

If YOU feel YOU need support
Contact the tree of DAST
Our branches will reach out to YOU
Our help for YOU will last
So please remember we are here
For future and for past
YOU and your loved one's deserve help
Please contact us at DAST.
By Linda Trigg

Action Mesothelioma Day
Mesothelioma Nurse Specialist
Karen Lord
Leicester is arguably the foremost UK
Centre for Surgical and Oncological
research and treatment of Mesothelioma
attracting referrals from across the UK and beyond. The role of a
Mesothelioma Nurse Specialist is focused towards the care and
support of people with mesothelioma, and their carers, who
attend the Centre. My role is part funded by Mesothelioma UK.
Consequently I have regional and national responsibilities in
addition to locally focused responsibilities.

My key objectives include

Guidance, empowerment and support of patients, family,
and professionals, seeking referral to our service.

Liaison with regional and nationally based keyworkers to
promote a seamless continuity of care across health care
settings.

Health education and symptom management for patients
receiving treatment and those under surveillance.

Being an ambassador for Mesothelioma UK to attract
donations to support its work. The charity is a ‘one stop
shop’ for all issues of concern to those affected by
Mesothelioma for the charity through my clinical work.

Attending the local support group, Mesothelioma and Lung
Cancer Luncheon Club (MELU).

With an interest in research, together with Kate Slaven,
Mesothelioma UK Nurse, we are currently exploring how
patients, family carers and health professionals ‘Live Well’ with
Pleural Mesothelioma, having secured funding from
Mesothelioma UK via National Lung Cancer Nursing, UK. The
project aims to generate recommendations to support other
patients and carers cope well with this illness. To date
recruitment and first line analysis of the qualitative study is
complete. The next steps are to conduct two focus groups to
check the findings resonate well among patients and carers
before presenting and publishing the results.
Finally it has become important to find new
ways of working to meet the needs of
people affected by mesothelioma, given the
pandemic. Phone consultations becoming
the new norm, being aware of the impact of
self- isolation and fears surrounding
decisions about treatment are among just a
few challenges for 2020.

Support I Received from DAST
Jim Perkins
Diagnosis
After the shock of being diagnosed with Mesothelioma,
something unexpected but not surprising due to my working
background, you begin to wonder what next? On August 18th
when diagnosed at the City Hospital with the answer to my
question of how long, being possibly months? It focuses the mind
on many things. After being admitted for one night for

Fundraising— As a charity, we rely solely on charitable giving,
receiving no government funding. Sadly the London Marathon
was cancelled this year for obvious reasons. In past years we
have been very
fortunate to have supporters running it for
DAST.
So our office team decided to do our own 2.6 Challenge - please

sponsor us for The DAST Olympics!
On the day that the
London
Marathon was due to
take place, Clare
completed 'Tour de
Chesterfield' (26
laps of the garden
on a scooter.
Sarah’s event was
Archery and she aimed to score over 260 points with 26 arrows—
she actually got 300!
Go to https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/giving/ and use the
search function to look for Derbyshire Asbestos Support Team—
scroll down and we are there under ‘Charities’. Or you can send
in a cheque to Derbyshire Asbestos Support Team, 34
Glumangate, Chesterfield, S40 1TX

Eco Racing is a virtual balloon race that helps to raise
money for any charity or cause
in a uniquely fun way. There will
be another virtual balloon race
launched on 8th August 2020
which travels across the Sahara
Desert, starting in Timbuktu.
Balloons cost £3 each which
you can decorate yourself!
There are some great prizes for
the first balloons to make it long the course including £500 cash,
and Apple iPad or £10 book tokens. All at the same time as
raising vital funding for DAST. Plus extra bonus prizes for
charities and causes that sell large quantities of balloons. To join
the race and be in with a chance of winning visit:

https://ecoracing.co/user/page/304
You will need to:
1 Create an account. They need to know who you are if you win!
2 Click the [ Race Guide ] button and read how to decorate, track
and lots more
3 Buy or sell virtual balloons to colleagues,
friends and family using social media
4 Decorate, track and when the race ends,
check if you’ve won a prize
Sarah’s decorated balloon

observation I was presented with a whole stack of literature that
dealt with the support organisations to help you on this, what was
to become a treadmill of treatment and tests at various hospitals.
Contacting DAST
At the top of the two inch (50mm for those
who like the metric system) pile of leaflets
was the information about DAST. Having
got the problem but not knowing what the
treatment might be the DAST connection
was the most important aspect of this
situation. The medical side would look
after itself one way or the other it was the
ramifications of finding out more and what
support was available that appeared
daunting.
Support From DAST
I must say that without the DAST team at this early stage life
would have been stressful if not difficult. Not that I am not used to
paperwork and form filling being an ex Civil Servant form creation
and filing in was part of the job. It was really beneficial to contact
Glumangate with a visit from Natalie who obvious had done this
many time before dealt with the loose ends in rapid succession ,
Government compensation, Blue badge and benefits all of which
were resolved quickly. The time
factor for all these things
actually turning up was really
shortened by dealing with an
organisation that had done it all
before.

I cannot thank them enough. Having these aspects sorted out
the DAST advice gave me confidence to pursue further compensation from the organisation that I considered had given me this
problem over 55 years ago. Once this course of action had been
started I just had to wait for a resolution which one year later
was finally resolved.
Between coming out of hospital and the present pandemic I
have tried to attend as many DAST
organised meetings as possible as I find
talking to the team and other Meso
sufferers and partners really helpful. This
contact especially the Beacon Buddy
scheme shows you that despite the
same basic cancer problems individual
circumstances are so variable only the
Meso is the common denominator.
Jim with Jo at a Wellbeing Meeting

Symptoms
Dry mouth

Good mouth care
Frequent drinks: Take bottle of water
with you
Ice lollies/ ice cubes
Moist foods with gravies or sauces
Chewing gum
Pineapple chunks

Sore Mouth

Vary temperatures
Avoid very spicy or acidic foods
Soft and moist foods

Fatigue/ Shortness of
breath

Convenience meals/ meal delivery
Frozen, tinned and dried foods
Plan meals ahead
Support from friends and family
Softer foods

Diarrhoea

Altered fibre
Intolerance/ allergies
Medications may be prescribed
Drink plenty of fluids

Constipation

Altered fibre
Drinking plenty of fluids
Medications may be prescribed
Gentle exercise

Partnership Working
By Maria Leadbeater

Macmillan Information and Support Centre at Chesterfield Royal
Hospital
If you ever come to Chesterfield
Royal Hospital you may notice
signs to the NGS Macmillan Unit
which opened in 2017. A
common question we get asked

Dietary recommendations

Keep an eye on your body and your appetite. Eat little but often
(don’t wait to be hungry). Changing parts of your diet can help
your symptoms. Don’t be afraid to ask for help! Dietitian referral
can be made through GP, nurse or consultant if you need to.

Some Nourishing Drinks Recipes to Try:
Smoothie Recipe:
 150ml Whole / fortified
milk
 125g full cream yogurt
 1 small banana
 1 handful fresh berries
 1 tablespoon honey
Blend all ingredients
together

Milkshake Recipe:
 200ml Whole / fortified
milk 1 scoop ice cream
 3 tablespoons double
cream
 2 teaspoons of milkshake
powder or syrup
Blend all ingredients
together

You can make your own Fortified Milk by adding 3-4 tablespoons
of skimmed milk powder to a pint of whole milk. Other drinks to
try, depending on your personal choice are malted drinks, hot
chocolate, milky coffee, fruit juice, sugar in tea, full sugar cordial
or fizzy drinks, shop bought milkshakes, smoothies.

Some Common Symptoms and Tips
Symptoms

Dietary recommendations

Nausea

Avoid strong flavoured foods
Cold or bland foods
Dry food
Anti-sickness medications may be
prescribed

Taste changes

Try strong flavours: spices, herbs,
marinades
Alter temperatures of food
Good mouth care
Experiment with tastes: sweet/ salty/ bitter
Try plastic cutlery if food tastes metallic

is what NGS stands for and
it’s for The National Garden
Scheme who donated
money for the building
alongside many local
people and organisations.
The building has won
several Architectural awards
and certainly makes best
use of the light and views to make the experience for people
needing to use the NGS Macmillan Unit as pleasant as possible.
The Macmillan Information and Support Centre was one of the
new services offered for anyone affected by cancer to be able to
talk through their concerns with our staff and volunteers. Over the
last three years we have built up a range of support services and
have an active patient user group. Our welfare and benefits service, psychology service and wig fitting service are still available
in a slightly altered way during the corona virus outbreak.
Other services built up over the last three years we have had to
temporarily suspend but will be working on how we can offer our
complementary therapy, survivorship sessions, headstrong with
free headware service and our
weekly walking group when the
current restrictions end.

We speak with many people
who find themselves having to
make sense of their diagnosis,
treatment and how hospital and

community services work and this is something which the recent
corona virus outbreak has made even more difficult. In response
we currently are running a nurse led Cancer and Corona Virus
Helpline Monday to Friday 10-4pm on 01246 516183 and the
Macmillan Information and Support Centre is open
0830-1630 Monday to Friday on 01246 516406. So please give
us a ring if you need information and support or need to talk.

Breathlessness and Breathing Exercises
Ellen Gallie (Specialist Respiratory Physiotherapist) spoke to us at
a Wellbeing Day about breathlessness and breathing
exercises.
What is breathlessness?

A subjective awareness of
increased work of breathing

Laboured and uncomfortable

An unpleasant sensation

Normal Breathing:

Breathing is normally on autopilot

Can be over-ridden by conscious decision

Voluntary control is normally required for activities such as
speaking, singing, exercise etc
The Normal Mechanism of Breathing:

A number of muscles are used to breathe in

Diaphragm shortens moving downwards

Chest expands

When to Ask for Help?

Loss of appetite – 50% of meals for 3 days or more.

Unplanned Weight loss

5% in 3 months

10% in 6 months

Uncontrolled Symptoms:

Diarrhoea

Constipation

Nausea

Vomiting
Keep Losing Weight and No Appetite?

Aim to eat “little but often”

Eat or drink something nourishing every 2-3 hours

Smaller portions

Have snacks easily available

Plan ahead– batch cooking, ready meals, tinned foods

Accept help- Friends, family, meal delivery services

Make the most of your “good days”
There are a number of fortifying foods that you can include
in your diet such as:
Cream
Yoghurt
Butter

Olive Oil
Cheese
Peanut Butter

Honey
Dried Fruit
Milk

Good Nutrition Starts with the
Right Conversation
Laura Miller and Hazel Watson gave a presentation on nutrition
at a Mesothelioma in the Midlands Conference which was very
informative, so here is some of the information that they shared
with us.
Why is Nutrition Important?
Nutrition and Cancer

Cancer cells use energy

Cancer cells release small molecules (cytokines) that affects:

Appetite

The way your body uses energy

Causes muscle loss

In mesothelioma - symptoms can affect how able you are to
eat or how well your body can use energy from food.
Mesothelioma can affect the heart, lung and abdomen:

Shortness of breath

Body uses more energy

People mouth breathe causing a dry mouth

Lower oxygen levels: Oxygen needed to help the body to
turn food into energy
Pain

Reduced exercise tolerance and muscle loss

Reduced appetite

Hormone changes affecting blood sugar (glucose) levels

Increase pain medication

Constipation

Affect blood sugar levels.





Air is drawn into the lungs
Accessory muscles stabilise the upper ribs
Breathing out is usually passive

An Altered mechanism of Breathing:
Diaphragm often remains shortened

Accessory muscles used for breathing in rather than their
usual stability role

Diaphragm assists the abdominal muscles in breathing out

Breathlessness causes overuse of the muscles in the upper
chest and shoulders

Causes increased effort, energy expenditure and muscle
fatigue
What Causes Breathlessness?
PHYSICAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL
FUNCTIONAL
EMOTIONAL

What Are the Causes of Breathlessness?

Exercise

Altitude

Respiratory disease

Cardiac disease

Psychological factors

Dysfunctional breathing patterns
(hyperventilation)

Lifestyle (obesity)

every morning for a walk. I go out in the car. We have small
family visits when we stay in the garden and 2 m apart. She
then asked me if I die, do I want them to try to resuscitate
me. Interesting question, probably the answer is no.’

How can We Control Breathlessness?

Education (awareness of breathlessness)

Desensitisation (pulmonary rehabilitation)

Coping strategies, pacing etc

Energy conservation

Relaxation

Respiratory support (NIV)

Mobility aids

Breathing Techniques

One day the oncologist will be right. I have no strong
religious beliefs but I believe the Africans who say only God
knows your end date and they are all praying for me
Christians, Muslims and Hindus so I am OK.

General Advice

Avoid wearing restrictive clothing

Breathe out on effort and stretching over your head

Avoid breath holding

Avoid talking too fast

Breathe slightly slower and deeper

Breathe at a comfortable rate for you
Breathing Techniques
There are a number of different types of breathing techniques to
help to manage breathlessness:

I walk 3 miles a day, some days are better than others. I do
not know but I believe that making the lungs work hard
keeps me alive. If I stayed at home sitting in a chair the
lungs would seize up and I would be dead by now.

I have already booked tickets
to fly to Africa at the end of
September so keep your fingers crossed that the
lockdown has finished,
aeroplanes are flying and the
hotels are open. It is my
ambition to see the new
school building finished. So somehow, I have to stay alive.
If you want to learn more about our charity why not visit the
website www.mustardseedproject.co.uk. We still need
£40,000 to finish the school so we are working hard to
achieve our goal. If you can help that would be great, all
donations are gratefully received and can be made through
the website.

Education, a national exam
which all students take at
the end of primary school,
our top student got over
400 marks out of 500 which
puts him in the top 1% in
the country. This entitles
him to attend a national
school which takes the top
students in the country and,
because secondary education is not free, earned him a bursary
from the Equity Bank. All our students were above the national
average.
Lesson
It is now 4 years and three months since I was told I had a
year to live. Living on borrowed time is exciting. It’s like
cheating the system.
I believe that I only regret the things I did not do. So, if there
are things that are important to you just do them. If I had got
to Mombasa and been ill then I just get the next plane home
but that is OK because I tried. If I had stayed at home and
been fit all the time, I would have been very depressed.
For us there is only today, use it wisely, even selfishly to do
what you want to do.
The GP telephoned to check that I was obeying all the lockdown rules. I am classified extremely vulnerable. I needed to
be shielded which resulted in another 7 pages of Do’s and
Don’ts. The answer to the GP is no. I go out of the garden








Breathing control
Pursed lipped breathing
Positioning
Fan therapy
Distraction
Imagery

Breathing Control

Get comfortable.

Practice in sitting.

Relax your shoulders

Breathe in through your nose

Feel your stomach inflate, while the upper part of your chest
stays as still as possible

Breathe out and your stomach relaxes

Try to breath out for twice as long as you breath in

Practice when you do not feel breathless to master the
technique

Pursed Lipped Breathing

Splints open floppy airways

Imagine you are breathing out
through a straw

Slow your breathing rate
Positioning

Support your arms

If sitting, lean on your knees with your elbows

If standing, lean on a window sill, wall, banister etc

Use a supermarket trolley

Tuck your thumbs into your trousers

Fan Therapy

Use a hand held fan, booklet, sheets of
paper etc to fan your face

Sensation of cool breeze can help reduce breathlessness
Distraction

Try counting backwards

Count how many red cars go past

Concentrate on any activity that takes your mind away from
your breathing

Individual
Imagery

Imagine / picture fresh air filling
your lungs as you breathe in and
completely emptying as you
breathe out

Picture your lungs filling down to
the bases
Remember...
Not all techniques work for everyone, you may need to practice a
few to find the right one for you.
It is important that you are getting enough relaxation as this will
also help with your breathing.

build the extra classrooms.
Come February we were ready to fly back to Kenya. I had an
agreement with the oncologist that I would come for a CT scan
and see her for the results the day after we returned. She was
not excited about that. Sunday morning, I am at the hospital early
for the scan. Three days later I get a call from Karen, the super
nurse, saying the oncologist wanted me to take a flight test the
next day. Seemingly the air in an aeroplane has 15% less
oxygen than normal and would I be able to breathe. I passed the
test easily.
On the Monday, Karen called again saying the oncologist wanted
a whole range of blood tests and had booked me an appointment
for Friday to discuss the results. On Friday I danced into her
room and the oncologist is looking at the CT scan. She looks up
aghast saying ‘I thought you would be in a wheelchair’. It was
difficult to tell her that already that week, following a storm, I had
broken out and replaced a fence post and climbed a large tree to
remove some branches. Although she spent half an hour
explaining the medical reasons why I should not go to Kenya she
knew her efforts would make no difference.
On Sunday we flew to Mombasa. It was important for lots of
reasons, I have lots of friends whom I needed to say goodbye to,
there were major issues that needed my input to resolve, the
building works needed organising, and we were having serious
problems with the bank. I had a very successful trip and
managed to resolve most of the outstanding issues.
The school is doing well. In the Kenyan Certificate of Primary

go. Whilst I am there, I do lots of walking because public
transport only runs on the main roads. The community has no
proper roads so the answer is walk. The more I walk the easier it
gets.
I suddenly started passing blood. Every time I went to the toilet
there was blood plus lots of blood clots. Fortunately, it was only 4
days to when we were due to fly home. Within three hours of
reaching home I was being examined by my GP. She
immediately did a whole range of tests and referred me to the
hospital for a cystoscopy. This showed irregular growths on the
bladder lining. Another operation scraped off the growth, they
filled my bladder with chemotherapy fluid and next day sent me
home. Analysis showed that I have bladder cancer. Three
independent cancers in 5 years, not quite a record but it is
unusual. Nobody is overly concerned about the bladder, the
cancer has not penetrated the bladder wall, therefore, they will
monitor it and if it re-grows, they will scrape it off again. The
feeling is that I will die with it but not of it. Two weeks later I had
a hernia repair. In fact, looking back, I seem to have kept the
NHS busy for the last 5 years.
We were coming to the end of our 10th year in Kenya and we set
ourselves a target to raise enough money to build 6 more
classrooms so that all the children would be in the same building.
The younger children were still in our old building whilst the
seniors were in the new school. The ground floor of the new
building was finished which included 5 classrooms, staffroom,
girls and boys toilets, teachers toilets, septic tank and soakaway,
head teachers office and bursar’s office plus kitchen and several
stores. After a lot of hard work, we had raised £75000 enough to

Dave Brown Remembers…
Mesothelioma patient Dave Brown has sent us the first part of his
reminiscences from when he was a young boy in The Potteries
area of Staffordshire. Here, he tells us about one of his ventures
which involved setting up a “museum” in the garage…
“…with exhibits such as ‘mice bones’ ,
interesting pages from books and birds’
nests displayed and labelled... and I
charged folks a few pennies to come in.
They came in and they paid, three
shillings and sixpence is the total ‘takings’
that’s in my mind. This was a lot of money when sixpence got
you a four of chips and an iced Jubbly, on your way home from
cubs.
“What are you going to do with the money?” - this could have
been my Dad’s voice.

I sort of knew what I wanted to do
with the money but I also sort of
knew that “spend it” would be an
unacceptable answer. Charity, give it
to charity - now there’s a novel idea.
Which? Making it relevant was the
brainwave from our next door
neighbour Mr Newton, a local estate agent and as close to a
business man as we could get. P.D.S.A. - save a sick animal...
they discovered that there were local groups for children
supporting the P.D.S.A. Clubs called the ‘Busy Bees’ - The

Newtons set one up - it was called the ‘Darkie Busy Bees Club’
named after their recently deceased family dog. A new avenue
tradition was born, each year the avenue hosted a summer
garden party with music and bunting, stalls and games spread
around several of the houses. Folks came, donated and spent
and for a few years we were all avid supporters of the Busy Bees
with weekly Saturday afternoon meetings, badges and
membership cards. Strangely the woman who chose to marry me
was a member of this very Club.”
Did you ever collect unusual things? Were you a member of the
Cubs or Girl Guides? We’d love to hear about it.
Dave remembers certain days and what usually happened on
them. He didn’t like Mondays much:
“I hated Mondays in the winter, you couldn’t get near the fire for
steaming, drying washing on clothes horses.”
But…
“Sunday was different, it often
meant best clothes, gentle stuff, no
noisy playing in the morning, a real
Sunday lunch ( left overs would
become a shepherd’s pie on
Monday ) and then a trip out; to a
place in the spring and summer
and to visit friends and relatives
later in the year. Destinations
would often include a pub, with
crisps and a ‘bottle of pop’ in the back of the car, Rudyard, Seven

that I attended hospital every two weeks for treatment for a year
followed by 6 months monitoring. I am still relatively well and
there are things which I want to do. If I sacrifice 18 months that
may be all the time I have, so I turned it down.
Lesson 2
I am living on borrowed time. I know that eventually the
mesothelioma will kill me. I have prepared myself mentally
for that. It is not if but when. I have things to do before that
happens and I shall fight it all the way. I have already told
the people who matter and we have discussed what is best
for all of us.
I am only interested in quality time not quantity. When I get
to the stage when I cannot do the things I want to do, then it
is time to go.
Listen to the experts but they do not know for certain. My
oncologist has been looking at the CT scans and predicting
my demise but up to now she has got it wrong.
Listen to your body, how do you feel. Keep doing all the
things you like doing particularly physical jobs and
exercise. You will probably feel increasingly breathless
over weeks and months, not to worry have short rests,
move more slowly but never give in.
With all the hospital treatments we missed our normal trip to
Africa in March. However, by October I was fit and eager to go
back because there were lots of problems that needed urgently
solving. The oncologist was not too happy but I decided to

proper jobs. This was a massive resource going to waste. In
Mombasa alone it equated to 200,000 people. The aim was to
get them to attend technical college and learn a skill that would
enable them to get a job or start their own business.
We now employ more than 20 people, mainly teachers and
teaching assistants but also cooks, cleaners, bursar and night
security. The parents pay minimum fees which amount to 20% of
the running costs. For the rest we rely on regular donors and
raising money through events and from charitable trusts. The
collapse of the pound wrecked our budgets, suddenly we had to
raise an extra 20% just to stand still. We could not raise the fees
because the parents were not able to pay. The work on the new
building stopped from lack of funds. We only build when we have
the money to pay for it.
In November 2018 we came back from Africa and I had the
normal CT scan. The report came back that the cancer had
grown. Appointment dates were brought forward and the decision
was I needed a course of chemotherapy urgently. However, I
was also being treated for a heart problem that also needed
urgent action. It was agreed I should have a heart pace maker
fitted immediately and once that had healed, I would start
chemotherapy. On the 14 December I had the pace maker fitted
at Papworth hospital and in late January I started a course of
Chemotherapy at Peterborough hospital.
The treatment was only partly successful and Peterborough
hospital has no further treatment to offer. I could go back to
Glenfield but only if I go on a trial. Dilemma is that I feel that I
should contribute to finding a cure but the trial on offer required

Springs, Alton Towers, Manifold Valley, Dovedale, Tretham, Endon, Biddulph, Dane Bridge, Wildboarclough....names to conjure
with...”
Do any days stick in your mind? How did you spend your weekends as a child? Please send us your reminiscences so that we
can share them with our community.
You can hand write them and post them to us:DAST, 34 Glumangate, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S40 1TX
Or email them to mail@asbestossupport.co.uk

Life as a Benefits Adviser during Lockdown
Well life has certainly changed since March. Usually by now I
would have clocked up many miles driving up and down the M1,
A1 or M18 to visit people recently diagnosed with asbestos
related conditions but instead I am now working from home. We
are very lucky that we are able to do this with access to all files
via remote working, so not only have I been able to help 35
people recently diagnosed but am able to continue to support my
existing service users with any help they might need, from
completing new blue badge forms to helping with appealing
decisions or even just a wellbeing chat to see how they are all
coping with Lockdown as many of you are in the shielding group.
I must say, this time has certainly been a learning curve, from
keeping up with all the benefit changes the government has
announced during this time, to changing the way I work. I would
like to thank the Asbestos Victims Support Groups’ Forum UK as
they have been communicating/lobbying the Department of Work

and Pensions to allow the Benefits Adviser within all the Support
Groups to sign the application forms on behalf of their service
users to speed up the process of getting the payments rightfully
due to them quickly. This has certainly made my life easier
because completed forms were being delayed by the postal
service. It is also thanks to our Lung Cancer/Macmillan Nurses,
Consultants and Panel Solicitors who are working tirelessly in the
background to support asbestos victims through these difficult but
strange times.
On a personal note, this time has also allowed me to get out of
the car and explore the wonderful countryside we live in. Every
day during lunchtime I go for a walk around the village that I live
in exploring places I never knew were there. I have found
woodlands and ponds that were hiding away and would have
never found even though I have lived here for over 20 years. I
have also taken up bike riding again and after work go for a half
hour bike ride to blow the cobwebs away. I have also taken to
shopping online and never knew you could buy so much from the
comfort of your own sofa. So, anyone using Amazon please
consider supporting DAST through Amazon Smile, they give our
charity a donation for everything bought this way and the good
thing is it does not cost you
anymore. Every little donation
helps because all charities are
being hit hard during this time.
So please feel free to contact me
if you have any concerns,
worries or just want a chat.
Natalie

national contractors in their day, had either been taken over or
had ceased trading and disappeared. I did get some
compensation from the government, the amount depends on your
age, but beware, I was not quick enough and my wife spent it on
a new kitchen.
For the next thirty months the team at Glenfield monitored the
disease with a CT scan followed by a consultation every three
months. The tumours were under control and so I could forget
about it and get on with my life.
This was lucky because there were major items in Kenya that
needed our full-time input. Brexit had started and the value of the
pound sterling had crashed. We were getting more than 150
Kenya Shillings to the pound when almost overnight it dropped to
just over 120.
We now had a full school that is 270 children aged 3 to 14
years. The area we are working in is a slum and the people are
on low incomes. It is not a shanty most people live in Swahili
houses which are single storey typically 8 rooms about 14-foot
square 4 either side of a central corridor with a shared toilet and
wash room. They are built out of coral blocks which are quarried
locally and have corrugated iron roofs. A family will live in 1 or for
the slightly better off 2 rooms.
Very few people in Kenya have proper jobs with security, training,
and a regular income. They do casual work earning money
whenever and wherever they can. At this time, I started a project
to get unemployed youths into vocational training and then into
jobs. The government figure was that 80% of youths did not have

further tests could still not explain the white mass. In the end
they referred me to Glenfield Hospital in Leicester.
On the 2 March 2016 we walked into the surgeons consulting
room and before we had sat down he said ‘I know what’s wrong
with you –you have mesothelioma’ never having heard of the
disease we asked ‘what does that mean’ and he nonchalantly
replied ‘you have got 12 to 15 months to live.’ We were shocked
by his manner and left with many unanswered questions. We
also visited PALS and changed to a different consultant. Mr
Waller operated on the 16 March and removed a large tumour.
He also investigated how far the cancer had spread. Before I left
hospital, Mr Waller advised on further major surgery and it was
booked before the end of March. Luckily for me, he changed his
mind because the surgery would have left me in a worse state of
health than I was then. He promised that the surgery would be
done at the right time. Meanwhile he transferred me to Professor
Fennell who is a world leading authority for Mesothelioma.
Once the disease was diagnosed many things happened almost
immediately. Within days DAST came all the way from
Chesterfield to my house near Stamford and filled in lots of forms
which resulted in my getting a blue badge, a monthly allowance
and some compensation from the government. They have lots of
experience and knowledge of a wide range of issues so if you
have a non-medical problem give them a ring.

You are given a solicitor free of charge who will attempt to find
which of your employers is responsible and will then fight for
compensation on your behalf. Mine tried hard but was
unsuccessful mainly because all the companies, although

Share your asbestos story…
...and help someone newly diagnosed with an asbestos disease.
Send a

Handwritten Hug!
Hello
As I write this I’m marking 5 years of living with
Mesothelioma. I was exposed to asbestos in a school 35
years ago.
I had the decortication operation at Glenfield Hospital
within a few weeks of my diagnosis. In the intervening
years I’ve had a couple of wobbles – I can’t seem to do
chemo – and I also managed to get Sepsis – but the folks
at the NHS keep me on track.
For me, in the beginning, it was…
…welcome to a new chapter of your life, different, a bit
scary, but something that I had to adjust to. I was never
going back to my old life – how could I? Folks used to
call me the “big man”, now I was down to 70kgs. I joked
that I had lost 3 dress sizes and I felt as weak as a
kitten. I lost my appetite and my taste buds were
playing jokes on me. I got anxious and emotional. But I
told myself it was a new chapter I had to adjust to. Here

are some ways that I have coped:
-Realistic timescales – day by day, week-by-week – love
each day
-Playing games
-Model building
-Photography
-Writing
-Getting online and playing with new gadgets
And
-Being prepared for off-days when you can do very
little.
Ask and trust the experts. Don’t be brave.

Best wishes
D.B.
Thank you Dave for your Handwritten Hug. If you would like to
send a Handwritten Hug to a newly diagnosed patient, please
email Sarah at sarah.walters@asbestossupport.co.uk or send
your letter to
DAST, 34 Glumangate, Chesterfield.
S40 1TX

If you would like to chat to someone in the same position as
yourself we also have a Beacon Buddies project. We have
various options for buddying including via telephone, e-mail or
letter. Please get in contact by ringing the office on 01246
380415 or by email mail@asbestossupport.co.uk .

We missed a visit to Africa whilst I was having the radiotherapy
so there were lots of problems to solve. We have split the
work. Rita being the teacher spends all her time in the school. By
2014 we had about 170 students aged 3 to 10 years old and
everywhere was getting very crowded. Building work on the new
school had started, the foundations and 4 classrooms were complete so we moved the oldest children into the new school where
the rooms are much bigger.
I spend my time mostly in Mombasa sorting out
bureaucracy. You can tell that the British were here they taught
the Africans bureaucracy and the Africans have turned it into an
art form. It took 4 years and numerous meetings to get a 99-year
lease on the plot of land. Non-Kenyans cannot own freehold land
so we bought the land in the name of one of our trustees who is
Kenyan. To secure it for the future I then wanted a long lease;
you would have thought that was simple. It took four lawyers two
in the UK and two in Kenya to agree the wording. Then it had to
be registered with the land office, another delay. Total 4 years
and there is nothing one can do to speed up the operation.
In November 2015 I had another routine appointment with my
GP. Just as I was leaving, I mentioned that I kept getting
breathless. She listened to my chest, could not hear anything but
insisted I went for an X-ray. Two days later she telephoned
worried that there was a large white mass showing which she
could not explain and booked me an urgent appointment with the
Consultant in Peterborough.
I was examined thoroughly and had a CT scan. They drained
two pints of fluid from my lungs but after team meetings and

fun. I saw the same guys every day, it was like a club. We had
lots of laughs. After the treatment the PSA number was OK and
has remained below 1.
Lesson 1
Think positive. If you wake up in the morning it’s a good
day. I do not read pages of google explaining all about the
disease. I know nothing about bodies and what happens
inside my skin. Unless you are qualified in the medical
profession you will not understand it and it will only frighten
you and cause you to have nightmares.
I never worry I leave that to the
medical team. It is their job. If
they are not worried, I am
OK. If they are worried there
is no point me worrying. They
can suggest actions to
improve the situation. I
cannot add to the solution so
worrying will not help
anybody.
Most important, make friends
with the specialist nurse
practitioners. These ladies are all fantastic and they are
there for you. Whatever your problem they will solve it for
you. Where you would not telephone the consultant, ring
these nurses, if necessary, they will sort out your problem
with the consultant.

Calendar Competition
Here at DAST, we always have to think several months in
advance – so, now that summer is here we are starting to
consider our Christmas activities!
This year, instead of Christmas cards, we have decided to
produce a calendar, which we will sell to raise funds. We will
therefore need 12 photographs – and we are holding a
competition to find them.
We would like you to send in your photographs on the theme of
“Support”. This is deliberately wide open to interpretation and
we’re interested to see what you come up with. We will choose
our 12 favourite photos and take an office vote on which ones
goes on the front cover. This will be deemed the winning photo
and will win a Boots voucher and free copy of the calendar.
Please send your photographs to us digitally by emailing
sarah.walters@asbestossupport.co.uk by 31st July.
We’d also like to see photos of you reading our newsletter –
email these to the same address. Comments and suggestions for
future newsletters are also encouraged – please help us to report
back to our funders.

Five Ways to Donate to DAST
1. You can make an online donation to DAST through the
VirginMoneyGiving website – go to
uk.virginmoneygiving.com and search for Derbyshire
Asbestos Support Team.
2. When making online purchases go through
easyfundraising.org.uk – or if shopping with Amazon go
through Amazon Smile. We have accounts with both of
these websites and you should be able to find us by
searching the charities. These donations come at no extra
cost to yourselves.
3. Post your cheque (payable to DAST) to us at
34 Glumangate, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S40 1TX.
4. Save ink cartridges and postage stamps – either bring them
to a future event or post them to us – but please have your
envelope weighed to ensure correct postage.
5. Having a clear out? Then use Vintage Giving to collect your
items and donate the proceeds to DAST.
Go to vintagegiving.com

We only have 25
children in a class,
compared to
government schools
which have 80 to
100. We introduce a
new reception class
every year. As the
numbers grew, we
had to find new
premises. In 2013
we realised that we would soon outgrow our existing building and
there was no suitable property in the community to move
into. So, there we were, two pensioners, what do we do. We
had made a commitment to the children, parents and our staff
and so as crazy as it may seem we decided to build a school. It
took a year to secure the land and then it was much smaller than
we needed, so instead of single storey classrooms we had to
redesign to a more substantial and expensive concrete frame two
storey building. Primary education in Kenya is from age 7 to 14
but prior to that children must have had pre-school education
from 3 or 4 years old.
Early in 2014 I went for a regular check-up with my GP and as I
was leaving as an after-thought I asked for a PSA test. A few
days later she contacted me and said it was positive and I had to
go to the hospital for a biopsy. The specialist nurse took 12
samples and everyone was positive. I had prostate cancer. I
was immediately put on hormone therapy which was followed by
radiotherapy. I had to go every week day morning for 37 days. It
may sound horrendous but if you think positive it is OK even

Independently we knew that we had the skills, knowledge and
time to help--we could not just walk away. Back in the UK we set
up a charity and company limited by guarantee. We also realised
that we knew nothing; we had only been to sub-Saharan Africa
for 5 days. In February 2009 we went back for 4 weeks on a
research exercise. We learnt that the community needed clean
water, education, healthcare and jobs. We fell out with the guys
whose school we had visited because they just wanted our
money for themselves.
Over the next four years we visited the community twice a year
for a month at a time. We dug a well, got 3000 mosquito nets
and provided business education with micro-finance for women to
start their own businesses. I also support the youth with football
teams and a boxing club.
In September 2009 we set up our own school with 2 teachers and
17 children, who had to come from the poorest families in the
community and were being denied education by poverty. The
school grew quickly. We
discovered that many
children came to school
without breakfast so we
set up a porridge
programme then
developed that into a
lunch as well. This is a
substantial, balanced
meal and for many
children it is all their food
for the day.

Funding Development Worker Sarah tells us how her work has
changed over the past couple of months:
As the majority of my work involves
typing away on a lap top, the biggest
change has been the view over the
top of the screen. I spend a lot of
time filling in forms, writing letters
and collecting information and when I
look up from this, I usually see my
office roommate Jo, piles of
ringbinders – and if I’m lucky, a
pigeon passing by our skylight. Now,
I’m doing it all either in the corner of my kitchen – or if I need
peace and quiet my garden chalet. From here I can also watch
my many garden visitors – squirrels, birds, frogs, mice and cats –
which is a bit distracting I must admit. I’ve been trying to train a
squirrel to take a monkey nut from
my hand. It’s a good thing that I can
start work earlier to make up for my
garden breaks. One thing I am not
missing is the awful daily commute
into Chesterfield – a 7 mile journey
that should take me 15 minutes but
on bad days can take as much as 50
minutes. The time and stress saved
has been much appreciated.
One major change has been the cancellation of events and
meetings. These are my opportunity to get to meet those people
that are at the heart of DAST – the people that we exist to

support. In order to secure our grants
I’m always having to think up new
projects and by listening in at your
coffee mornings and wellbeing days I
can get a sense of what you all want
and need DAST to deliver. Also,
there are no more raffles to raise
extra funds for the pot – which is a
shame as we all love a good raffle!
Instead, we’ve been asking people to
do sponsored walks or to sponsor the team to do the 2.6
challenge. The proceeds of these activities will help to keep
DAST ticking over and to keep in regular contact with you all by
covering the cost of extra newsletters.

Surviving with Mesothelioma - Geoff Fowler

So please do make contact with us – send us a letter or an email
telling us what you think about our newsletters and any other part
of our service. Is there anything else that we could be doing? And
please do send us a photo of you reading the newsletter. This
current issue is funded by a grant from Western Power
Distribution (one of the first application forms that I filled in under
lockdown!). We’d love to be able to tell and show them that you
have enjoyed reading it.

In 2006 my wife retired from teaching and I was self-employed so
I just stopped looking for work. We decided to have an extended
gap year and go to see the world. In September 2008 almost by
chance we went to Kenya on Safari. The deal was 7 days seeing
animals on the game parks followed by 5 days on the beach in
Mombasa.

NEVER GIVE IN
Summary
My name is Geoff. 4 years and 3 months ago I was diagnosed
with Mesothelioma and given 12 to 15 months to live.
Background
Before I retired I was a civil engineer and had been a director of a
large construction company. I had worked on numerous sites
both in the UK and overseas. During that time asbestos had
been used widely for all sorts of activities; it was a basic material.
Nobody mentioned that it was dangerous and no safety
equipment was ever given.

I quickly get bored laying around swimming pools or beaches so
we had a driver showing us the sights. On the last morning we
asked to see a typical area where there were no tourists. The
driver took us to Mgongeni a slum area of North Mombasa where
he stayed. Rita, my wife, wanted to see a school, what we saw
was awful. About 50 children in two small rooms, most were
sitting on the floor, they had no resources or equipment and the
two guys teaching them were unqualified.

